Sensitivity and specificity of the Yang Tobin Index to predict extubation success in critical patients
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SUMMARY

**Background:** The Yang Tobin Index (Y/T) is a simple and objective measure to predict successful extubation. There are no Colombian studies supporting the use of Y/T as a predictor of successful ventilator weaning.

**Objective:** To estimate the sensitivity and specificity of Y/T as predictor of weaning and to evaluate the association with clinical and socio-demographic characteristics in adult patients at the intensive care unit.

**Methods:** Retrospective study. We analyzed a database of 332 records of patients under mechanical ventilation (MV) for more than 48 hours, from January 2006 to December 2007, with spontaneous breathing trial and measurement of Y/T before extubation.

**Results:** The sensitivity of Y/T was 98.6%, specificity 9.6%, positive predictive value 85.4%, negative predictive value 55.5%. The cumulative incidence of successful extubation was 84%. The greater incidence of unsuccessful extubation was associated with COPD (46.2%). The MV time period showed a direct proportional relationship with failed extubation (p=0.186).

**Conclusions:** The Y/T index is not a good predictor of success of extubation in the study population. No association was found between clinical and sociodemographic characteristics of the population, with respect to the sensitivity and specificity of the Y/T as a predictor of success.
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Sensibilidad y especificidad del Índice Yang Yobin para predecir el éxito del destete de la ventilación mecánica en pacientes críticos

RESUMEN

**Introducción:** El índice Yang Tobin (Y/T), es una medida sencilla y objetiva para predecir éxito en la extubación. A nivel nacional no existen estudios que sustenten el uso del índice como predictor de éxito de extubación.

**Objetivos:** Estimar la sensibilidad y especificidad del índice de Y/T y evaluar la relación con las características clínicas y demográficas en pacientes adultos en una unidad de cuidado intensivo.

**Métodos:** Estudio retrospectivo; se analizó la información consignada en 332 formatos de ventilación mecánica de los pacientes que recibieron soporte ventilatorio invasivo por más de 48 horas desde enero de 2006 a diciembre de 2007, con prueba de respiración espontánea y medición del índice Y/T antes de la extubación.

**Resultados:** La sensibilidad del Y/T fue 98.6%, especificidad 9.6%, valor predictivo positivo 85.4%, valor predictivo negativo 55.5%. La incidencia acumulada de extubación exitosa fue 84%. La mayor incidencia acumulada de extubación no exitosa se asoció con EPOC (46.2%). El tiempo de ventilación mecánica mostró una relación directamente proporcional con extubación no exitosa (p=0.186).

**Conclusiones:** El índice Y/T no es un buen predictor de éxito de la extubación en la población de estudio. No se encontró...
asociación entre características clínicas y sociodemográficas de la población, con respecto a la sensibilidad y especificidad del Y/T como predictor de éxito.
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Mechanical ventilatory (MV) support is the base of the support treatment for acute respiratory insufficiency. However, its use beyond the necessary may mean greater possibility of nosocomial infection, atrophy of respiratory musculature, and increased hospital stay and costs. Due to the aforementioned, the process of ventilator weaning must be thought of early and timely during the evolution of a patient connected to Mechanical Ventilation. The traditional criteria for removal of mechanical ventilatory support include oxygenation measurements [PaO₂, PaO₂/FiO₂, D(A-a) O₂], mechanical (respiratory frequency, vital capacity, inspiratory pressure), ventilatory (PaCO₂, Vd/Vt) ventilation minute and ventilatory reserve.

The Yang Tobin (Y/T) index and the activity of the respiratory center are also used, assessed with the occlusion pressure (P0.1). The Y/T index has shown the best prognosis capacity. The cut-off point that best predicts success is a Y/T <100 or 105. The predictive values of the Y/T index, obtained from Tobin’s original study, were: positive predictive value 86%, negative predictive value 82%, sensitivity 97%, specificity 64%; unfortunately, subsequent studies have not found such a high construct validity.

The study by Yang and Tobin (Y/T) reports that it was carried out with a small sample (n=64), which were only grouped by medical pathologies, without bearing in mind the clinical condition, severity of the disease, and/or demographic characteristics, which could alter the validity of the study.

The Y/T index is measured as the respiratory frequency/tidal volume; the values below 100 or 105 respirations per minute per liter suggest rapid shallow breathing is absent and that MV removal may be successful. Because it is easy to carry out, it is frequently used as a simple and objective measurement for ventilatory weaning.

Some studies have researched the predictive value of the Y/T index, reporting heterogeneity in the results, among them the proportion of extubation success, which on the average was at 75%, ranging from 45% to 98%.

In the bibliography consulted for this study, few Works supported the use of the Index bearing in mind the different groups of pathologies, age, severity of the disease, or total time of mechanical ventilation prior to trying the spontaneous breathing trial (SBT). Currently, at the national and regional levels the index continues being indiscriminately used, without bearing in mind some variables revolving around particular conditions of patients, even at the expense of not having bibliography available to substantiate its use as a predictor of extubation success in our population.

Given the increasing patient demand for MV, which surpasses 48 hours and the high complexity in a number of these patients, it is necessary to define the use of strategies to aid in predicting the most opportune moment for removal from mechanical ventilation, which also minimizes its costs and complications. The aim of this study was to estimate the sensitivity and specificity of the Y/T index in predicting extubation success in critical patients and to evaluate the relationship with the clinical and demographic characteristics.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

This retrospective study reviewed information consigned in the institutional record form denominated mechanical ventilation form applied to all adult patients with ventilatory support for over 48 hours, during the period from January 2006 to December 2007, at a fourth-level institution. Some 332 records were analyzed that complied with the inclusion criteria. The mechanical ventilation form includes demographic description, motive for intubation, clinical characteristics, time of mechanical ventilation, weaning process, extubation, and motive for re-intubation. This form is filled out on a daily basis and continually during each shift by physical therapists in charge of respiratory care.

**Institutional protocol applied.** All patients received ventilatory support with Servo 900 Maquet and Servo i Maquet ventilators. The Institution’s weaning protocol is founded on the criteria recommended by international guidelines: a) control or resolution of the cause motivating the MV; b) PaO₂/FiO₂ >200 mmHg, PaO₂ >60 mmHg, PEEP/CPAP <5 cm H₂O, S₁O₂ >90%. c) Adequate pulmonary mechanics: respiratory
frequency below 35 rpm, tidal volume from 4 to 6 ml/kg; d) hemodynamic stability (dopamine <5 μg/kg/min), d) temperature <38°C, Hb >10 g/dl; e) normal serum electrolytes or correction of these prior to weaning; f) Glasgow ≥8. Upon fulfilling these criteria, SBT was performed with the patient seated on the bed, with MV in support pressure mode (SPV), with SP of 7 CmH₂O and PEEP of 5 CmH₂O, FiO₂ ≤50% for a period from 30 to 120 minutes and when completing these, it was assessed if there were data of low tolerance, which are hereinafter described: a) Respiratory frequency >35 rpm or less than 8 for more than 5 minutes. b) S₉O₂ <90% for more than 30 seconds, PaO₂ <60 mmHg, with FiO₂ ≤50%. c) FC >140 lpm or 20% increase of the basal value for more than 5 minutes. d) Systolic blood pressure >190 mmHg or <90 mmHg for over 1 minute under continuous monitoring or via repeated measurements. e) Presence of agitation, anxiety, or diaphoresis for more than 5 minutes. f) Diminished level of consciousness. g) Onset of signs of increased respiratory burden (use of accessory muscles, paradoxical pattern). Upon finishing SBT and before performing the extubation, the Y/T index was measured, making a relationship between the respiratory frequency and the tidal volume (in liters). If the index was below 100 or 105, it was considered a good predictor to carry out extubation. Measurements were not made with other extubation predictors; the weaning protocol at the institution only includes the SBT and the Y/T index measurement. Extubation was considered failed when there was a need for re-intubation of the patient within the subsequent 48 hours.

**Inclusion criteria.** Records from mechanical ventilation forms of adult patients who received invasive mechanical ventilatory support for more than 48 hours, and in whom the SBT conducted was successful in the SPV mode with support pressure of 7 CmH₂O and PEEP of 5 CmH₂O, from 30 to 120 minutes, with measurement of the Y/T index prior to extubation.

**Exclusion criteria.** The records of the mechanical ventilation forms of patients with tracheostomy and records with incomplete information were excluded from the study.

**Ethics.** This study, according to Norm 8430 Article 11 of 1993, is considered of minor risk, given that no type of intervention was performed. It was approved by Institutional Review Committee on Human Ethics at Universidad del Valle and by the Research Committee at the institution where the information was gathered.

**Data analysis.** The information collected in the ALNAPA form was arranged in a data base using the Excel program for Windows 2007. The statistical analysis was performed on the Epi-Info program version 6.4 and it was guided toward the measurement of indicators related to the «extubation success» effect, for which a description was made of each variable based on ratios, proportions, measurements of central tendency and variability.

An ROC curve was constructed and the area under the curve was calculated. The continuous variables were expressed in means and the categories in proportion. For comparisons among continuous variables of normal distribution, we used the F statistic and the Chi square in the categories. A value of p<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Values of sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, false positives, and false negatives were calculated based on a 2x2 contingency table relating the Y/T index variables (positive/negative) vs. successful extubation (positive/negative).
The ROC curve was used to estimate other cut-off points (Y/T index value) for different values of sensitivity and specificity, seeking to find an optimal cut-off point that would indicate an acceptable discriminatory level of the test, however, the values of sensitivity or specificity were not improved.

RESULTS

We reviewed 2098 mechanical ventilation forms of adult patients who needed ventilatory support for more than 48 hours and who underwent SBT and measurement of the Y/T index, during the period January 2006 to December 2007; from these, we analyzed 332 forms that fulfilled the inclusion criteria. The following are the results obtained for each variable.

Sensitivity and specificity of the Yang Tobin Index. The Y/T index with a value below 100 or 105 was used as a predictor of extubation success, the following results were obtained: sensitivity 98.6%, specificity 9.6%, positive predictive value 85.4%, negative predictive value 55.5%, false positives 14.6%, and false negatives 44.4% (Table 1).

ROC curve analysis. Bearing in mind the estimated indicators of sensitivity and specificity corresponding to the Y/T index value, accepted as classification norm (105), and applying postulates of statistical normality, this study determined a new cut-off point «C» in the ROC curve with a value of 8. The value calculated from the Y/T index (87), and the result indicated successful extubation when the index was below 87, with a sensitivity of 94.23%. The results revealed that in the «unsuccessful» extubation, the probability of a Y/T index value over 87 was of 13.5% (specificity) (Graphic 1).

Characteristics of the population. A total of 59% (199) were men and 40.1% (133) were women (Z=

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics (mean + SD)</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>50.1±19.6</td>
<td>56.1±17</td>
<td>0.00458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>170.5±7.9</td>
<td>155.7±7.2</td>
<td>0.000001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>66.3±7.2</td>
<td>49.6±5</td>
<td>0.000001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical ventilation (hours)</td>
<td>138.2±81.1</td>
<td>126±79.6</td>
<td>0.2711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APACHE II &gt;20</td>
<td>21.1±7.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The age range was between 18 and 90 years, with a mean of 50.1 years for men and 56.1 for women. The study population was characterized for presenting significantly higher mean values for men in the variables of age, height, and weight (Table 2).

Relationship of the Y/T index to clinical characteristics. The distribution of the different diagnoses and surgical interventions requiring MV for more than 48 hours was classified into seven medical categories and three surgical categories. Among the medical categories, the cardiovascular diseases occupied the first place with 23% (78), followed by the group of those compromising pulmonary mechanics with 20.8% (69), then sepsis with 19% (63). There were only two cases with neuromuscular disease.

The greatest incidence of extubation success according to the motive leading to MV was found in neuromuscular diseases (100%), represented by two patients. Gastrointestinal, metabolic, endocrine, and autoimmune diseases had an incidence of extubation success greater than 80%, while the greatest incidence of unsuccessful extubation was associated to the category of pulmonary obstructive diseases in 53.8% (13) and the second place was occupied by neurological events and disease with 37.8% (37) cases.

The main motive for re-intubation was associated to increased respiratory burden in 65.3% (34), a third of the re-intubations were due to obstruction of the upper airway, followed by diminished level of consciousness. Only one case was related to respiratory acidosis.

The accumulated incidence of extubation success according to the disease motivating the MV was above 80% in all categories except for neurological diseases and chronic obstructive disease (Graphic 2). The highest accumulated incidence of extubation success according to the surgical intervention motivating MV was observed in the category of other surgical interventions (osteomuscular and neurological) with 94.9%, followed by compromise in pulmonary mechanics in 91.3%, and, finally, surgeries compromising the thoracic wall in 82.8%.

Regarding patient height, sensitivity ranged between 96.2% and 100%; the highest proportion of false positives was found in the 130- to 144-cm group (28.6%) and 18.3% in the 145- to 159-cm group; the specificity values were very discrete, between 0 and 15%, for the

![Graphic 2. Extubation success incidence according to the disease motivating the mechanical ventilation](image-url)
Sensitivity of the index by groups of ideal weight reported values between 94.6% and 100%, differences were not statistically significant. False positives represented nearly a quarter of the success results in the 45- to 49-kg group and only 4% in the 65- to 69-kg group.

Sensitivity of the index revealed values over 95% in all the clinical categories, while the specificity did not have values above 20% in any clinical characteristic (Table 3). Regarding the proportion of false positives, the highest value was noted in Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) (46.2%) then in neurological diseases (18.5%), followed by other surgical interventions (5.4%), and no case was reported of neuromuscular diseases.

Sensitivity, according to age groups, reached its highest value (100%) in patients from 30 to 59 years of age. The highest specificity value found in the study was related with the 30- to 44-year age group (42.8%). The findings we observed in this category were: of 47 patients, 7 failed extubation of which 3 had Y/T values >105 (correctly identified by the Y/T index), and the three patients had a period of MV between 168 and 425 hours.

According to gender, the sensitivity for men was at 99.4%, compared to women, which was 97.1% of the women (p>0.99). There is a positive relationship between the proportion of unsuccessful extubation and the time of MV, but this did not show statistically significant association (p>0.05) (Graphic 3). The Y/T index revealed low discriminatory power for the successful extubation groups (AVC=0.545) and unsuccessful extubation, even when using a new cutoff point of 87.

**DISCUSSION**

Literature describes various predictors like occlusion pressure (p 0.1), the CROP index (ratio: compliance, respiratory frequency, oxygenation, pimax), the maximum inspiratory pressure (pimax), the vital capacity, and the Y/T index; being the Y/T index the most used as weaning predictor for successful and failed extubation but the scarce literature about the Y/T behavior in patients from Latin American countries, with socio-demographic, ethnic, and cultural characteristics different from other population groups. The Y/T index serves in evaluating the ventilatory capacity given that it quantifies rapid shallow breathing usually developed by patients who do not manage to get disconnected from ventilatory support.

Finding a good predictor for disconnection from ventilatory support has been a difficult task studied by many researchers. Until now, a sole predictor has not been found to ensure success in ventilatory weaning, perhaps because several factors are associated at the moment of removing the ventilatory support. Johannigman et al., conducted a study seeking stra-
estrategias que permiten identificar a los pacientes que estaban listos para ser desconectados de la ventilación mecánica, para identificar cuando era posible extubar y cómo predecir los resultados de esta extubación. Los resultados revelaron que analizar estos factores no fue fácil debido a la pasividad de algunos clínicos que no daban importancia a la decisión de desgravar, debido a la agresividad de quienes practicaban la extubación prematura, y debido a aquellos que prolongaban los días de apoyo ventilatorio sin necesidad.

Esta investigación analizó 332 formularios de todos los pacientes que estaban en MV durante más de 48 horas, a quienes se les había realizado un SBT usando el modo SPV con 7 CmH2O y PEEP de 5 CmH2O, con una duración de 30 a 120 minutos; debió notarse que este método de realizar el SBT difiere sustancialmente del estudio de Yang y Tobin2, en el que el índice se midió sin soporte ventilatorio (espontáneamente respirando a través de un tubo T), reportando una especificidad de 64%, datos que difieren con los de este estudio donde la especificidad fue de 13%.

Desafortunadamente, la información reportada por algunos estudios8 no permite al clínico determinar el mejor equilibrio entre el desgravar temprano y el tardío. Una de las consecuencias más importantes dejadas por la falla en la extubación es la neumonía nosocomial y la mortalidad incrementada; y por otro lado, mantener un soporte ventilatorio innecesario pone al paciente en riesgo de infecciones y otras complicaciones.

Esteban et al.9 llevó a cabo un estudio cohorte multicéntrico, prospectivo en unidades de cuidados intensivos de países europeos y americanos, donde encontraron que el tiempo medio de MV fue de 5.9 días, similar a la información de este estudio donde el tiempo medio fue de 5.8 días (138.2 horas) para hombres y 6.2 días (148.1 horas) para mujeres.

No hay homogeneidad en la información reportada sobre la fiabilidad del índice Y/T. Otros estudios mencionan que este índice es un instrumento no confiable. Estas diferencias podrían ser explicadas por el tiempo de MV, estado nutricional, gravedad del proceso y estado físico del paciente11.

Capdevila et al.12 encontraron valores bajos significativamente de Y/T (50±23 vs. 69±25 respiraciones/min/l) en pacientes con extubaciones exitosas; sin embargo, otros autores16 reportaron valores más altos o iguales a 57 con los que los pacientes no podrían ser extubados con éxito.

Lee et al.11 prospectivamente analizó a 52 pacientes en quienes realizó un SBT en presencia de PS o CPAP; el índice fue medido tras una hora de estar en el modo de desgravar. Los resultados revelaron que la extubación fue exitosa en 31 pacientes con Y/T≤105 y en 12 pacientes con Y/T>105. Los autores usaron el índice con un umbral inferior o igual a 105 como un indicador de la extubación exitosa, encontrando sensibilidad de 72% y especificidad de 11%, con valores predictivos positivos de 79% y predictivos negativos de 8%; con estos resultados se concluyó que la presencia del índice Y/T arriba de 105, medido durante un SBT con el paciente conectado a MV en el modo SPV, no discrimina a los pacientes que probablemente no lograrán la extubación. Los resultados del estudio actual encontraron sensibilidad del 98.5% y especificidad del 9.6%, datos similares a los de Lee et al.11 a pesar de las diferencias metodológicas entre ellos.

La especificidad baja del índice, reportada en este estudio, podría estar asociada a la medición durante apoyo ventilatorio, que podría ocultar a aquellos pacientes que estaban en un estado de recuperación límite subyacente a su enfermedad base y en los que una pequeña cantidad de apoyo ventilatorio fue suficiente para clasificarlos como positivos para PRE, con un índice <105, pero que al ser removidos del apoyo ventilatorio fallaron la extubación.

Persisten estudios que describen el desempeño del SBT con diferentes metodologías mostrando diferencias en los umbrales del índice Y/T. Algunos estudios realizan el SBT con soporte ventilatorio parcial13.

Mohamad et al.14 midieron el índice Y/T con varios niveles de soporte ventilatorio antes de la extubación, y compararon los resultados del índice cuando el paciente estaba respirando en el modo SPV con PS 5 CmH2O, PEEP 5 CmH2O, FiO2 a 40%; en PS 0 CmH2O, PEEP 5 CmH2O, FiO2 a 40% (CPAP); y en PS 0 CmH2O, PEEP 5 CmH2O, FiO2 a 21% (CPAP - aire ambiental) y un minuto de respiraciones espontáneas a través de un tubo T; el índice Y/T en estas condiciones fue significativamente inferior en los pacientes que recibieron PS (46±8 rpm/l) vs. T-tube (100±23 rpm/l). Los autores en este estudio concluyeron que el apoyo ventilatorio programado cuando se realiza un SBT altera el resultado del índice, y que el umbral propuesto por Yang y Tobin debería ser el único utilizado cuando el paciente ha sido completamente removido del soporte ventilatorio y la extubación está siendo realizada a través de un tubo T.
Similar findings have been found by previous studies\textsuperscript{8,9}, which have reported that using PS increases the tidal volume with a concomitant decrease of the respiratory frequency producing a significant reduction of the ratio: Respiratory frequency/Tidal volume (F/Vt). Using PS during an SBT has been studied in terms of decreasing respiratory muscle work. Johannigman et al.\textsuperscript{7} evaluated the effectiveness of the Y/T index as an estimator of respiratory work during an SBT at different levels of PS; they found diminished respiratory work and Y/T index result as PS levels increased. Results such as these increase the possibility of false positives when performing an SBT in the presence of SPV because the clinician could infer extubation success. Regarding specificity of the index in this study, the rate of false positives was of 14.4%. Another study \textsuperscript{15} observed variability in this finding. These differences may be due, besides the difference in the cut-off points used, to methodological modifications, the moment in which the respiratory frequency is measured and the tidal volume, the duration of the MV, and the characteristics of the patients. In this study, the Y/T index did not show good discriminatory power for extubation success, even when using another cut-off point (87 r/min/l), the behavior compared to the study mentioned was similar for sensitivity of 94.2% and specificity of 13.5%.

The Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE II) is one of the most frequently used systems to quantify the gravity of a patient independent of the diagnosis. Based on this score, we can predict the evolution of patients through an objective score. The Apache II found in the postulation of this study was of 21.1±7.2, which indicated mortality percentage close to 40%. This index of severity of the disease has been proposed as a predictor of successful or failed extubation, and some studies report higher APACHE II scores increase the probability of failed extubation\textsuperscript{16,17}.

The results in this study revealed that the highest incidence of unsuccessful extubation was associated to the category of pulmonary obstructive diseases in 46.2% (13) of the cases; this may have been related to mechanical disadvantage, high energy expenditure, and -in many cases- malnutrition of these patients, which predisposes respiratory fatigue after a few hours of being removed from ventilatory support\textsuperscript{17}.

In this study, for the unsuccessful extubation group, the mean value for the index was 58.9 r/min/l with a deviation of 27.54, very similar to the study by Frutos et al.\textsuperscript{13} in which a Y/T index above 57 r/l/min was determined as a risk factor for unsuccessful extubation. In a study by Danagaset al.\textsuperscript{18} a Y/T cut-off value >76.5 was determined as predictive of risk for unsuccessful extubation, with a sensitivity of 66% and specificity of 74%.

Jiménez et al.\textsuperscript{19} found significant differences among groups of successful and failed extubations in the number of days of MV (p=0.002) finding a ratio between the failed extubations and a greater number of days of MV and sedation, as well as with mortality. Esteban et al.\textsuperscript{20} demonstrated that mortality is greater when increasing the number of hours of MV, in part due to associated complications like, pneumonia associated to the ventilator and trauma of the airway.

Fontela et al.\textsuperscript{21} relate the time of MV as a risk factor for unsuccessful extubation, data which coincide with the results from this study. Tanios et al.\textsuperscript{22} evaluated the effect of including the Y/T index in a weaning protocol. These authors observed that including this index with the cut-off point initially described (105 resp/min/l) significantly increased the duration time of the weaning (3 days against 2 days in patients in which the index was used to make the decision of extubating; p: 0.04), the authors did not find differences regarding unsuccessful extubation or rate of intra-hospital mortality. This study suggests that the demand for strict compliance of the criteria for weaning may prolong the use of MV.

Until now, it has not been possible to find a sole predictor for extubation success, given the many factors to bear in mind when removing the patient from MV, above all those with prolonged MV. Although this was not a main objective of the study, we recommend an adequate and thorough evaluation of the patient to facilitate and complement the prediction of extubation success. Difficult aspects to evaluate like the level of consciousness, scarce amount of secretions, adequate cardiovascular reserve, and respiratory muscle strength are essential to ensure extubation success.

Various aspects in conducting this study must be carefully considered: a) there was no analysis made of successful or unsuccessful extubation related to the severity of the disease according to Apache II and according to the time on mechanical ventilation, b) due
to incomplete recording of the information on the mechanical ventilation form, many cases did not comply with the inclusion criteria, c) the difficulty in classifying the categories of the events motivating the MV.

It is considered that the results obtained by this study serve as a foundation for other research related to weaning and extubation criteria in our realm.

CONCLUSIONS

- The results from this study suggest that the Y/T index is not a good predictor of extubation success in the population studied.
- No associations were found among clinical and socio-demographic characteristics with the sensitivity and specificity of Y/T as a predictor of success in ventilatory weaning.
- In the 332 records of adult patients subjected to MV for over 48 hours with SBT and Y/T measurement prior to extubation, the estimated incidence of successful extubation was at 84%.
- The main motive for re-intubation was associated to increased respiratory burden in 65.3% of the cases.
- The decision to wean patients from MV requires a comprehensive evaluation by a medical team and must bear in mind that although patients often fulfill all or much of the criteria recommended by international guidelines, it is still a challenge. This has favored the use, often indiscriminate, of predictive indices, to aid in the clinical decision. However, caution should be taken to avoid routine and unwavering use of the indices because they are merely that: predictors but never definers of extubation.
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